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Resources searched: TRID/RIP, Transport, ASCE, MnDOT Library Catalog 
Summary:  Results are from following terminology: channelized right turn lane accessibility, channelized right lane 
best practice, issues with channelized right turn lanes.  
 
Most Relevant Results: 

1) NCHRP Research Report 834: Crossing Solutions at Roundabouts and Channelized Turn Lanes for 
Pedestrians with Vision Disabilities: A Guidebook (Joe Gustafosn recommends this resource) 
Authors: Schroeder, Bastian, Rodegerdts, Lee, Jenior, Pete, Myers, Edward, Cunningham, Christopher, 
Salamati, Katy, Searcy, Sarah, O'Brien, Sarah, Barlow, Janet, Bentzen, Billie Louise (Beezy) 
Abstract:   The accessibility of modern roundabouts and intersections with channelized turn lanes is an 
important civil rights challenge in the United States that has broad potential implications for 
engineering practice in this country. This document is the final report for NCHRP Research Report 834: 
Crossing Solutions at Roundabouts and Channelized Turn Lanes for Pedestrians with Vision Disabilities: 
A Guidebook. The guidebook itself is available as a standalone publication. This project provides 
guidance to engineers and planners on the design of roundabouts and channelized turn lanes for 
accessibility. It builds on the results of NCHRP Report 674: Crossing Solutions at Roundabouts and 
Channelized Turn Lanes for Pedestrians with Vision Disabilities. The report provides a framework for 
empirical study and analysis of accessibility performance, documents field testing of several 
treatments, and provides a research extension through modeling and simulation to expand the results 
beyond the field-tested sites.  Please contact library.dot@state.mn.edu for the link. 
 

2) NCHRP Report 674: Crossing Solutions at Roundabouts and Channelized Turn Lanes for Pedestrians 
with Vision Disabilities.  This report explores concerns over the accessibility of two complex 
intersection forms for pedestrians who are blind: intersections with channelized right turn lanes and 
modern roundabouts with one-lane and two-lane approaches. Based on the findings of this research 
project, significant impediments to the accessibility of these sites exist for pedestrians who are blind, 
but some crossing solutions can increase the accessibility in terms of improving safety and reducing 
delay. 
 

3) Safety of Channelized Right-Turn Lanes for Motor Vehicles and Pedestrians recommended by Joe 
Gustafson,   Transportation Research Record 2398.  The paper presents the results of research 
undertaken to evaluate how the safety performance of intersection approaches with channelized right-
turn lanes compares with that of intersection approaches with conventional right-turn lanes or shared 
through and right-turn lanes. Crash data for nearly 400 intersection approaches in Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, including intersection approaches with channelized right-turn lanes, conventional right-turn 
lanes, and shared through and right-turn lanes, were analyzed to compare the safety performance of 
the three right-turn treatment types. The research results indicate that intersection approaches with 
channelized right-turn lanes appear to have similar motor vehicle safety performance as approaches 
with conventional right-turn lanes or shared through and right-turn lanes. This result was found both at 
the downstream end of the channelized right-turn lane (where the right-turning vehicle merges with 
the cross street traffic) and at the upstream end of the channelized right-turn lane (where the right-
turning vehicle begins the right-turn maneuver). Intersection approaches with channelized right-turn 
lanes also appear to have similar pedestrian safety performance as approaches with shared through 
and right-turn lanes. Intersection approaches with conventional right-turn lanes have substantially 
more pedestrian crashes (approximately 70% to 80% more) than approaches with channelized right-
turn lanes or shared through and right-turn lanes 

  

mailto:library.dot@state.mn.edu
https://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/164715.aspx
https://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/164715.aspx
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.3141/2398-11?journalCode=trra
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4) Safety Effect of Smart Right-turn Design at Intersections, recommended by Joe Gustafson (ITE 
Journal, not directly available free).  This article describes the development, implementation, and 
safety benefits of smart right-turns. The design consists of a narrow angle of channelization at 
approximately 70 degrees. A smart right-turn widens the cone of vision of the driver towards the 
pedestrians as well as the cross-traffic. Thus, smart right-turns allow for safer pedestrian crossing and 
also improve vehicle–vehicle interactions since the new approach angle affords drivers a better view of 
the traffic stream they are to merge with. As part of the Safety Improvement Program in the Austin 
Transportation Department, several smart right-turns were constructed at high crash intersections 
where high speed right-turns were found to be a contributing factor. This paper presents the state of 
the art techniques applied in planning, engineering, designing and construction of this smart right-turn, 
key factors driving the success, and lessons learned in the process. This paper focuses on the safety 
effect of smart right-turns at intersections and features significant crash reductions achieved from the 
application of smart right-turns using Empirical Bayes method. The result showed that smart right-
turns can reduce overall right-turn crashes by 47 percent and severe right-turn crashes by 40 percent. 
 

5) Impact of right-turn channelization on pedestrian safety at signalized intersections 
Authors: Jiang, Chaozhe, Qiu, Rui, Fu, Ting, Fu, Liping, Xiong, Binglei, Lu, Zhengyang 
Abstract:   Channelized right turns or slip lanes have been widely implemented as an effective 
countermeasure of reducing traffic delay and number of conflicts between vehicles at signalized 
intersections. However, only a few studies have investigated the impact of channelized right turns (in 
left-band driving countries) on pedestrian safety. Channelized right turns may increase the risks for 
pedestrians since they bring pedestrian-vehicle interactions in a fully non-signalized environment. 
Furthermore, the increased turning radius at channelized lanes can lead to higher vehicle speeds. This 
paper investigates the impact of channelized right turns on pedestrian safety based on surrogate safety 
and behavior measures. Video data were collected from twelve signalized intersections in the city of 
Zunyi, China, involving three main types of right-turn designs: 1) non-channelized right-only lanes, 2) 
non-channelized right-through lanes, and 3) channelized right-turn lanes. Different measures are used, 
including interaction and behavior measures based on a recent-proposed Distance-Velocity model, the 
PET measurement, speed measurements, and observations of failures in interactions (pedestrian 
retreats and evasive maneuvers from pedestrians or vehicles). Results indicate that the design of 
channelized right-turn lane increases pedestrian risks at signalized intersections from different 
dimensions of safety. The impact of the nighttime condition on pedestrian safety was also compared. 
Pedestrians are safer at nighttime at non-channelized locations, while the impact of nighttime 
conditions on pedestrian safety at channelized intersections was not ascertained. Consequently, cities 
should be cautious to install channelized intersections as a safety countermeasure. Treatments are 
needed to improve pedestrian safety if channelized right turns are implemented. 
Note: The citations on this article seem to include most of the major work in this field, much of it older. 
You may wish to peruse that if you find yourself needing more sources. 
 

6) Modeling Right-Turn Blockage and Approach Capacity at Signalized Intersections with Channelized 
Right-Turn Lanes 
Authors: Saeedeh Farivar, Ph.D.; Rasool Andalibian, Ph.D.; and Zong Z. Tian, Ph.D., P.E. 
Abstract:   Right-turn channelization is used to improve the capacity at busy intersections with a lot of 
right-turns. However, under heavy traffic conditions the through lane vehicles might backup and block 
the channelization lane. This will affect the discharge rate of right-turning vehicles and reduce the 
approach capacity. If the right-turn channelization gets blocked frequently, its advantage is neglected 
and serious capacity problems can be overlooked. This issue is not addressed in the Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM), and no separate model is provided to estimate the capacity of approaches with 
channelized right-turn lanes. Using conventional methods for estimating the capacity without 
considering the effect of potential blockage would result in overestimation of the approach capacity. 

https://trid.trb.org/view/1633473
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0001457519308802
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/JTEPBS.0000009
https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/JTEPBS.0000009
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This paper presents a probabilistic capacity model for signalized intersections with channelized right-
turn lanes considering the possibility of the right-turn vehicles being blocked from accessing the 
channelization lane. The capacity model was developed as a function of the short-lane section length 
and the proportion of right-turn traffic by taking into account the probability of blockage. 
Subsequently, a model was developed to estimate the probability of blockage with respect to the 
possible residual queue. The proposed capacity model and the blockage probability model were 
validated on the basis of VISSIM simulations. For operational purposes, the recommended lengths of 
the short-lane section were developed to prevent blockage at a certain threshold. The recommended 
lengths would be useful in evaluating adequacy of the current lengths, identifying the options of 
extending the short-lane section length, or changing signal timing to reduce the likelihood of blockage. 
 

7) Mobility Assessment of Pedestrian and Bicycle Treatments at Complex Continuous Flow Intersections 
Authors: Ishtiak Ahmed; Shannon Warchol; Chris Cunningham; and Nagui Rouphail 
Abstract:   This study evaluated the mobility performance of pedestrian-bicycle crossing alternatives at 
continuous flow intersections (CFIs). CFI crossing types were compared with a standard intersection 
designed to provide an equivalent volume-to-capacity ratio. Three CFI crossing alternatives were 
tested, namely traditional, offset, and midblock crossings. A total of 12 alternative scenarios were 
generated by incorporating two bicycle path types and two right-turn control types. These scenarios 
were analyzed through microsimulation on the basis of stopped delay and number of stops. Simulation 
results revealed that the offset crossing alternative incurred the least stopped delay for all user classes, 
including motorized traffic. The traditional crossing generated the least number of stops for most route 
types. The midblock crossing can be considered as a supplement to the offset and traditional crossings 
depending on the specific origin–destination patterns at the intersection. The exclusive bicycle path 
performed better than the shared-use path in most cases. When compared with an equivalent 
standard intersection, aggregated results showed significant improvement for all CFI crossing types 
with respect to stopped delay, but the standard intersection had an equal or fewer number of stops for 
most routes investigated. Regarding the effect on vehicular movement, the lowest volume-to-capacity 
ratio and control delay at the main intersection was incurred by the offset crossing. Future research 
should incorporate pedestrian-bicyclists’ safety, comfort, and the relative effects of these crossing 
alternatives on additional vehicular performance measures. 
 
 

8) Behavior and Traffic Conflicts at Cyclist Crossing Facilities on Channelized Right-Turn Lanes. 
Authors: van Haperen Wouter; Daniels Stijn; De Ceunynck Tim; Saunier Nicolas; Brijs Tom; Wets Geert 
Abstract:  Channelized right-turn lanes (CRTLs) improve traffic flow efficiency, enabling right-turning 
drivers to bypass traffic lights at signalized intersections (for right-hand drive countries). Many CRTLs 
provide crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. Previous studies examining the safety 
performance of CRTLs indicate that they increase overall safety levels but hint that safety issues 
regarding vulnerable road users exist. This study investigated these issues through site-based 
observations of yielding behavior and evaluated the effect of the priority rule on cyclists' safety in two 
CRTL designs. Four locations in Belgium were selected for video observations: two where the priority 
rule favored cyclists and two where motorists had priority. With regard to yielding, four types of 
crossing behavior were identified and defined. Independent of the priority rule, cyclists crossed the 
conflict zone first in most interactions without taking the initiative to cross first. Underlying reasons for 
motorists willingly giving away their right-of-way could not be determined, but possible courtesy or 
fear of inflicting injuries at vulnerable road users might be at hand. A safety evaluation was performed 
using two traffic conflict indicators (TTCmin and the TA value). High correlations between the two 
indicators were found (r2 > 0.83), but no conclusions about the safest priority rule for cyclists could be 
drawn. The results hinted, however, that locations with motorist priority and cyclists crossings from 
right to left (from the driver's point of view) yields the highest proportion of safety critical events. 

https://ascelibrary.org/doi/abs/10.1061/JTEPBS.0000512
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Please contact library.dot@state.mn.edu for the link. 
 

9) Pedestrians' Crossing Behavior at Marked Crosswalks on Channelized Right-Turn Lanes at 
Intersections. 
Authors: Muley Deepti; Kharbeche Mohamed; Alhajyaseen Wael; Al Salem Mohammed 
Abstract:  Unsignalized marked crosswalks are problematic locations from pedestrians' safety 
perspective. Although the priority rule at such locations is clear; pedestrians have the absolute right of 
way over vehicles, driver often compete with pedestrians over the right of way which risks pedestrian 
safety and impose extra delays on pedestrians. In developing countries, as concluded in many previous 
studies, vehicles usually do not give right of way to pedestrians, leaving them with the only choice to 
wait until an accepted gap is available. In Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries where vehicles are 
the predominant mode of travel, pedestrians are receiving lesser priority. Drivers usually hijack the 
right of way from pedestrians which often causes safety threats. Therefore, pedestrians loose the 
reason for crossing at these designed locations pushing them to cross at arbitrary locations increasing 
their safety risk. This paper investigates influencing factors on the crossing behavior of pedestrians at 
marked crosswalks located on dedicated right-turn lanes. A study site from Doha, Qatar was selected 
for video recording and data analysis. A sample of 235 pedestrian observations was used for waiting 
behavior, crossing speed, accepted gaps, and driver yielding behavior analysis. The results showed that 
the waiting behavior was independent of pedestrian characteristics and relied only on the traffic 
characteristics. In addition, the average crossing speed was 1.43m/s and the gender, distraction, and 
group significantly affected the crossing speed. Beside, the distracted pedestrians and pedestrians 
crossing in groups accepted significantly larger gaps compared to undistracted and individual 
pedestrians. Moreover, about 15% of drivers yielded for pedestrians, yielding was irrespective of 
gender and mainly affected by the crossing direction. Consequently, innovative strategies in terms of 
engineering measures and awareness are needed to improve pedestrian safety at these locations. 

 
Other Results: 

10) Research on Actuated Signal Control of Advancing Right Turning Intersection under the Influence of 
Non-Motor Vehicles 
Authors: Li, Guodong, Ma, Chaoqun, Yang, Xiaoyao 
Abstract:   In order to solve the conflict between non-motorized vehicles and motorized vehicles at 
intersections, this paper analyzes the advance right-turn capacity of the right-turn lane based on the 
gap theory and queuing theory by designing the advance right-turn channelization to divert the right-
turn traffic flow, comparing with the capacity of right-turning motor vehicles and ordinary non-
channelized intersections, and using the actuated signal control instead of the fixed signal control to 
optimize the signal timing. The intersection of Guyang Road and Yushan Road in Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu 
Province was chosen. The actual traffic flow data for five consecutive days was analyzed. Through the 
right-turn capacity calculation model in advance, it is found that the traffic capacity was improved by 
26.4%. The M/G/1 queuing theory was used to calculate the delay. The delay time during the evening 
rush hour period decreased by 44.37%, the delay of the morning rush hour decreased by 35.22%, and 
the service level of the entire intersection was upgraded from C to B. The research shows that the 
establishment of the advance right-turn lanes can effectively avoid the conflicts between the right-turn 
motor vehicles and non-motor vehicles passing straight, and improve traffic capacity between non-
motor vehicles and motor vehicles, using actuated signal control, and effectively reduce overall delays 
and improve the service level of the intersections.  Please contact library.dot@state.mn.edu for link. 
 

11) Investigating secondary pedestrian-vehicle interactions at non-signalized intersections using vision-
based trajectory data 
Authors: Ting Fu, Weichao Hu, Lusi Miranda-Moreno, Nicholas Saunier 

mailto:library.dot@state.mn.edu
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050917310074?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877050917310074?via%3Dihub
mailto:library.dot@state.mn.edu
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Abstract:   Vision-based trajectory data provides great details for investigating microscopic behavior 
and road safety at the level of interactions. Most studies investigating pedestrian-vehicle interactions 
at non-signalized intersections have focused on interactions at the crosswalk on the same approach 
where the vehicle is coming from, which are referred to as primary interactions in this study. However, 
secondary interactions, defined as interactions between vehicles exiting the intersection and crossing 
pedestrians, have not been adequately studied. Second interactions can pose more dangers to 
pedestrians due to the driver’s unclear knowledge of right-of-way, acceleration attempts to recover the 
speed, and the complex situation the driver faces in the intersection. This paper aims at studying the 
safety issue of secondary pedestrian-vehicle interactions at non-signalized intersections. For that 
purpose, a methodology is proposed based on surrogate measures of safety and behavioral measures 
derived from vision-based trajectories. This methodology is implemented through a case study 
involving ten all-way stop intersections from Montreal, Canada. Road user trajectory data are 
automatically extracted from the videos. Different measures are used in the study: from the interaction 
analysis that determines vehicle-pedestrian interactions based on a Distance-Velocity (DV) model, 
average crossing speeds and vehicle approaching behaviors in terms of speed and acceleration. 
Computer tools are developed to extract these measures from the trajectory data. Based on these 
measures, a comparative analysis is carried out between primary and secondary interactions. Results 
show that secondary interactions are more dangerous than primary interactions. Among the three 
secondary interaction types, secondary through interactions are the most dangerous. 
Please contact library.dot@state.mn.edu for the link. 

 
Older Resources:  

12) Design Guidance for Channelized Right-Turn Lanes. N.p., 2014. Print. 
https://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/171734.aspx 
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